The map to the right is in Common, from Brehme Olmstead’s estate.

Translated from a book titled “the History of the Gralnikites”

“… and they became wealthy. Many other dwarves did come to the base of the Dark Mountains, and also did Elwön the wizard, though he hates being underground, but for friendship did he join. And they began to enlarge the halls, and even some of the humans joined them. But evil befell, for their came a creature whose very touch could kill, and even the dead were used by this creature. Maranakh himself sent forth to do battle and see if it could be overcome. But Maranakh himself fell, and the rest of the clan retreated, though some few did not escape. And Elwön created a great magic, a barrier none could escape, that would persist so long as the evil existed. And afterwards was a door built, that only dwarves would know how to open. And it was sealed, and Gralnik, the firstborn of Maranakh, led them all down the Rindlam towards the Timber Road, and then west towards the Rialnim. And the humans did find this a good place to settle, and they stayed and named the place South Fork, but Gralnik did continue along the iron road, and they did return to Durm. And those that followed Gralnik declared him their leader, and would not acknowledge the kinship of Kar-naka the second, and thus did the Gralnikites begin . . .”

Lucky the Leprechaun’s comments on Gnomon’s dagger:

“Now tell me, how did you come to have one of Erinada’s daggers? Oh, you didn’t know that was one of her daggers? Well, many, many years ago there was a great queen of the fairies, named Erinada, and she ruled over her people with wisdom and strength. But she also had the gift of prophecy. ‘Dark times lay ahead,’ she said, ‘and I cannot see the end of it. But I can tell that one of my descendants will play a crucial role.’ And she had five daggers made, one for each of her five daughters. ‘Thus shall my descendants be known – when any bring the daggers to the council chambers in the land of the Fey, the dagger shall mark them.’ And she sent them out from the land of the Fey, into the land of humans, and they came, in time, to what is now called the Iron Hills. And shortly thereafter, a great evil did enter the Fey realm, and many were killed, and the Queen herself lost her life defending her people, and the Fey people scattered. And thus the wisdom of sending her daughters to the human realm was seen. And yet, in the end, her daughters passed one by one, all childless, so far as is known. And thus her wisdom, in the end, seemed folly. But two at least of the daggers are not yet lost to the Fey, for I have seen them, and yours is exactly like them.”

Lucky indicated that he used to be from the Emerald Isle, which is somewhere in the vicinity of Thunder Island, and this may be where he saw two other of the daggers.
Ancient Fragment Found in Giant’s garrison

…still grumbling, passed through the pass which Dalver Naar had called forth. And he brought forth his staff, the one he possessed before the Great Staff of Power, and he said, “this staff shall I not need any more. Let the people wait, for I sense that one day this staff will serve a great purpose. I will set it aside, in a hidden place, in a cave along the Road of Tarnah.” And thus did Dalver Naar travel along the Road, about a day’s journey, and took with him Gralnak, and Gaxia did go as well, while I waited with many others to comfort …

This is probably written by the secretary of Dalver Naar, and you can easily see where it fits in the context of the Holy Codex of Migration. Based on conversations with the Sphinx, the road of Tarnah is now called the Giant’s Road.

Note found with Lesser Staff of Dahlver Naar

“Kyron – Here is that which I have promised. Hints have I found that another clue about these daemons may be known by the Aquatics. Long is the journey to Atlantis, but an enclave lies in a small lake on the Rindlam, and they may have the knowledge there. Check there, I implore thee. Afterwards will we meet as agreed – D. N.”

Oranar’s Fate

…Oranar is dead, slain, apparently, by a swarm of giant spiders. They can cast speak with dead (or raise dead if they prefer). He is willing to inform them that a female Daemon named Klarion told him that she was now in charge of revenge. He begged to be brought from this place, to be taken to Abaddon – and she immediately agreed to bring him there. She then summoned spiders …

Note found in the Underwater Enclave

Thanks so much for the scrolls. I have returned them to the vault. I think they will prove very valuable in our contest against the daemons. . .

Good luck on your trip to Atlantis. I look forward to seeing you when you get back. And don’t worry – those rumors about a Kraken are doubtless exaggerated. – Kyron

List of known Gateways *means not yet visited

- Fungoid
- Underwater Enclave
- Atlantis*
- Dark Mountains
- [Olm’s Keep – destroyed]
- Gateway of Heaven*
- Plane of Pintarus*
- [Narada – destroyed]*
- Krasnia*

He begged to be brought from this place, to be taken to Abaddon – and she immediately agreed to bring him there. She then summoned spiders …